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Additive Manufacturing in Vascular Stent Fabrication
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Abstract. High-efficiency formation of personalized stent by additive manufacturing (3D printing)
has gained deal of attention and research in interventional and personalized medicine. In this article,
the structural characteristics of vascular scaffolds and the application and innovation of additive
manufacturing technology in the process of angioplasty are reviewed. In the future, with the
continuous maturity of additive manufacturing technology, it is expected to be an important part of
interventional precision medicine to manufacture personalized vascular stent.

1. Introduction
Vascular trauma and defect, as well as cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, have become the
main threats to human life and health. Due to the good performance on reconstruction of vascular
structure, stents implantation has become the main treatment for vascular diseases[1]. Based on
different fabricate structures, vascular stents can be divided into dense mesh stents and stent grafts.
Dense mesh stents[2] include bare metal stents (BMS), drug eluting stents (DES) and bioresorbable
stents (BRS)[3, 4]. After expanded, such stents can support blood vessels, while be fixed by the pressure
produced by the vessel wall, in which case, the lumen unobstructed will be guaranteed. Dense mesh
stents are used to treat coronary heart disease, ischemic stroke, peripheral vascular stenosis, etc.[5] Stent
graft is a type of vascular stent with a fabric coat, it is expandable like bare metal stents, and the film
creates a contained tube to replace the vascular wall. It is mainly used to repair aortic dissection, true
aortic aneurysm, pseudoaneurysm, aortic penetrating ulcer and other diseases. It is also used in the
treatment of intracranial aneurysms[6].
The current manufacturing methods of vascular stents are standardized, that is, the diameter and
length of stents are serialized or standardized. However, there are individual differences in the diameter
and shape of real blood vessels in the human body, which makes standardized stents difficult to match
the personalized needs. If the stent size is not consistent with the patient's real vascular size after
implantation, the therapeutic effect will be affected. Too small diameter of the stent will lead to poor
a
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adherence to the wall of the stent, resulting in internal leakage or displacement. Too large diameter can
rupture blood vessels, leading to treatment failure. At the same time, the shape of real blood vessels in
the human body is curved, therefore, some standardized stents may "shrivelled" after implantation,
because they cannot adapt to the physiological structure of blood vessels. Therefore, the individualized
customization of vascular stent is required in clinic [7-10].
Additive manufacturing (3D printing) can not only achieve the personalized vascular stent in a short
time, but also avoid the treatment failure caused by the poor compliance of the traditional stent. In
addition, compared with other personalized fabricate technology, the 3D printing efficiency of vascular
stents is higher. Now, with the maturity of the additive manufacture technology, it has gained widely
concern in the field of vascular stent fabrication and shown a good application prospect in the clinical
treatment.
In this paper, the structural characteristics of vascular scaffolds are reviewed, as well as the status
and prospect of the additive manufacture technology in vascular stent fabrication.

2. Dense mesh stents
2.1 Structural features of dense mesh stents
The dense mesh stent is an expanded mesh structure that provides sustained support in order to open a
narrow occlusion vessel. It is mainly used for the treatment of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular
diseases that are serious threats to human health such as coronary heart disease and stroke. With the
gradual improvement of product performance, endovascular stents have undergone three development
stages: BMSs, DESs and BRSs[11].
2.1.1 Bare metal stents
In 1964, Dotter et al. first proposed the concept of endovascular stent. In 1987, Swiss doctor Ulrich
Sigwart[12] first implanted a metal stent into a coronary artery to support a stenotic obstruction vessel,
so that the stent can reduce the elastic retraction of the blood vessel in order to cure a coronary heart
disease. Since then, endovascular stents have been widely used in interventional therapy. The materials
of BMSs is generally medical 316L stainless steel, titanium alloy, cobalt alloy, tantalum metal, etc.,
which have strong supporting force[13]. However, the traditional permanent metal stent will inevitably
cause immunological rejection after implantation, which is easy to cause intimal hyperplasia, stimulate
the proliferation of smooth muscle cells and cause postoperative restenosis, which seriously affects the
long-term patency rate of the vascular stent[14]. Clinical statistics show that after bare metal stent
implantation, the rate of restenosis reaches 20%.
2.1.2 Drug eluting stents
DES is developed based on BMS. DES is mainly composed of a metal stent, a drug carrier and a drug
coating. DES can inhibit the proliferation of vascular endothelial cells, the aggregation of plasma
proteins and white blood cells, and prevent the restenosis of blood vessels through slowly release of
drugs in the blood vessels[15]. DES has been developed by two generations. The first generation is
coated with rapamycin or paclitaxel on a stent of medical stainless steel. The most representative
products are Cypher (Figure 1.A) by Johnson&Johnson[16] and Taxus (Figure 1.B) by Boston
Scientific[17]. Since these drugs are prone to leukocytes and coagulation factors attached to the scaffold,
the incidence of late stent thrombosis in the first-generation DES is significantly higher than that in
BMS[18]. The second-generation DES is represented by the Abbott XienceV (Figure 1.C)[19], using
cobalt-chromium alloy carry zotarolimus or eromox. The rate of restenosis is almost the same as that of
the first-generation DES, but the incidence of late-stage stent thrombosis is significantly reduced[20].
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Figure 1. 1st & 2ed generation DESs. (A) Cypher by Johnson&Johnson; (B) Taxus by Boston Scientific; (C)
XienceV by Abbott

2.1.3 Bioresorbable stent
The clinical data shows that the revascularization can be completed within 6-9 months after the
implantation. At that time, as a foreign substance in vivo, permanent stent will hinder the recovery of
vascular function, so the bioresorbable stent becomes a new research hotspot. BRSs can be divided into
metal stents and polymer stents. The materials of the BRSs are mainly iron-based alloys,
magnesium-based alloys and zinc-based alloys[21]. These metals are essential trace elements in human
body and have good biocompatibility. However, how to match the degradation rate and the rate of blood
vessel regeneration is a problem that metal bioresorbable stents need to solve. The polymer scaffold is
generally made of a mixture or copolymer of poly-L-lactide (PLLA), polyglycolic acid (PGA), and
polycaprolactone (PCL) [22-28]. In 2006, Abbott obtained the Guidant DES line from Boston Scientific
for $6.4 billion. Based on the Guidant BVS, polylactic acid BRS from Abbott obtained CE certification.
In 2016, the Abbott Absorb (Figure 2)[29] was approved by the FDA for interventional treatment of
coronary artery disease, which is the first degradable vascular stent in clinical use in the United States.

Figure 2. Abbott Absorb BRS.

2.2 Additive manufacturing of dense mesh stents
In the research of vascular scaffold materials, the molding process has experienced the stages of
filament winding, photochemical etching, injection molding and laser cutting[30]. In the early stage,
stainless steel stents were fabricated by wire winding, and each unit was connected by laser local
welding. However, the small size and complex structure of vascular stent result in inability to locate at
the weld. The photochemical etching process avoids the positioning process, it uses ultraviolet light to
etch the plane model of the vascular stent on the stainless steel sheet, which is then folded and welded
into shape. However, the mesh structure processed by this technology is relatively soft, and it is easy to
break in the process of crimping forming, while the welding points are arranged on one side of the stent,
which affects the mechanical properties[31]. Injection molding preparation vascular stent process does
not have above problems, but the vascular stent has high requirements for the injection molds.
Moreover, the molding unevenness during the injection molding process is serious. Laser cutting
technology has become a commonly used vascular stent processing technology because of its high
processing precision and no change in material physicochemical properties[32]. However, toxic gases
are generated during laser engraving[33], and the stent support section is rectangular, which may cause
local eddy currents in the blood, which induce leukocyte aggregation and lead to restenosis[34].
These years, additive manufacturing technology has been concerned in vascular stent manufacturing.
Since the formation of metal materials requires consideration of oxidation and other issues, the current
additive manufacturing vascular stents are concentrated in the bioresorbable polymer stents.
In 2013, Flege et al.[35] of Aachen University of Technology, Germany used PLLA and PCL
materials respectively to process BRSs using laser selective melting technology (SLM) for the first time,
and pointed out that SLM technology has a good prospect in the manufacture of BRSs. However, the
surface accuracy of the stent produced by this method is not high (Figure 3.A), which limits its
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development. In 2015, Park et al.[36] of the Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials used bio-cutting
technology to manufacture a bioresorbable sirolimus-eluting PCL stent, but this technique makes it
difficult to personalize the stent. In addition, the stents manufacture process by Flege and Park take
more than 10h.
In 2015, Tumbleston et al.[37] of Carbon3D, U.S. developed continuous liquid interface production
(CLIP) technology. The principle of CLIP: The UV projection solidifies the photosensitive resin, while
the oxygen inhibits the solidification. The liquid resin at the bottom of the tank maintains a stable liquid
area due to the contact with oxygen, thus ensuring the continuity of the solidification. This technology
not only increases the speed of 3D printing by 25 to 100 times, but also make the layering infinitely
delicate, which solves the problem of low precision of product surface. This technology plays a vital
role in the rapid prototyping of high quality intravascular stents.
In 2016, van Lith et al.[38] of Northwestern University, U.S. synthesized a new citrate-based
degradable polymer material, using micro CLIP technology to create customizable individualized arrow
types. This stent (Figure 3.B) has good elasticity, strength, oxidation resistance and biodegradability,
and the micro CLIP technology compresses the stent forming time to 70 minutes. According to the
radial compression test, the maximum supporting force of 0.1n/mm can be provided when the bracket is
compressed by 25% in the radial direction. The stent was degraded by about 25% after 180 days.
Although the parameters of the stent are relatively good, in fact, the mechanical properties of the stent
cannot match the BRSs under clinical tests. In addition, the materials used in the stents are not
FDA-approved. Although it is claimed that the modified material has good biocompatibility, there is
still much work to be done before clinic test.
In 2017, Ware et al.[39] of Northwestern University, U.S. used bioresorbable photopolymerizable
biomaterials as raw materials to print customizable BRSs with micro CLIP. This stent meet the
micron-scale precision biomedical devices requirement. Compared to standard stereo lithography
apparatus (SLA) technology, micro CLIP can reduce manufacturing time from hours to minutes. At the
same time, stents produced by the micro CLIP has better surface finish and more uniform mechanical
properties. The mechanical properties of micro CLIP stents can match Nitinol stents. After optimization,
a 2 cm high vascular stent containing 4000 layers can be fabricated in 26.5 minutes.
Also in 2017, Cabrera et al.[40] of Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands printed the
vascular stent using fused deposition modeling (FDM) technology. The printing device is BakerBot by
Replicator, and the printed material is thermoplastic copolyester elastomer (TPC). Mechanical
properties and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) characteristics of the stent were tested, while,
animal experiments showed that the stent was completely fused with the vessel wall within 8-16 weeks
(Figure 3.C).
In 2018, Guerra et al.[41] of University of Girona, Spain printed the PCL vascular stent (Figure 3.D)
using the FDM technology. The relationship between the thickness of the stent and the temperature of
the nozzle as well as the printing speed and the nozzle moving speed was summarized by a large number
of experiments. Although the stent in this article did not achieve high surface resolution, it explored the
3D printing process in vascular stents fabrication.

Figure 3. BRSs made by 3D printing technology. (A) BRS fabricated by Flege et al.; (B) BRS fabricated by van
Lith et al.; (C) BRS fabricated by Cabrera et al.; (D) BRS fabricated by Guerra et al.
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In China, Liu Yuanyuan et al.[42] of Shanghai University used a combination of bio-3D printing and
electrospinning technology to form a poly(p-dioxanone) (PPDO) slide buckle stent. The team used
PPDO material to prepare the inner layer of the stent by 3D printing and prepared a mixture of chitosan
and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) to form the outer layer of the stent by electrospinning, and planted cells
on the stent. The results showed that the adhesion and proliferation of cells on stents were good because
the outer layer of the stents contained chitosan, a natural biological material. This article provides a new
idea for 3D-printed drug eluting and cell loading stents fabrication. Tangdu Hospital[43], Xian,
successfully used the additive manufacturing technology to prepare the personalized titanium alloy
porous venous extravascular stent, and completed the world's first additive manufacture extravascular
stent implantation for nutcracker syndrome. Liu Qing et al.[44] developed a method for the preparation
of a three-dimensional porous tubular scaffolds and equipment using additive manufacture. Lai
Xuecong et al.[45] developed the additive manufacturing equipment for the preparation of
cardiovascular scaffolds, which can be printed and shaped on the rotating axis, providing a new method
for the preparation of vascular scaffolds.
In 2018, Wei Sun et al.[46] of Tsinghua University, China developed a 4-axis linkage 3D printing
platform based on the FDM technology. In the platform an extra axis, rotating mandrel structure, is
added to avoid the support structure, and developed a set of mini-screw extrusion nozzle. The nozzle
can use granular biological material, and the extruded wire diameter is 100μm, which matches the
requirements of the endovascular stent. The control model of the start-stop process of the screw nozzle
was established to solve the start-stop delay control problem. At the same time, the effects of quenching
and high-speed centrifugation on the mechanical properties of the stent were studied using PCL and
PLLA materials, and the mechanical properties of the stent were optimized (Figure 4).

Figure 4. BRSs fabricated by Wei Sun et al., Tsinghua University. (A)Micrograph of PLLA stent; (B)Cylinder
PLLA stent; (C)Conical PLLA stent; (D)Micrograph of PCL stent; (E)Cylindrical PCL stent; (F)Conical PCL stent.

3 Stent graft
3.1 Structural features of the stent graft
The stent graft is mainly used in endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR), which has been widely used as
an effective means for the treatment of descending aortic disease, aneurysm and other diseases[47].
EVAR is using a stent graft to replace the vascular wall to prevent blood entering the vascular false
lumen[48]. In this way, the false lumen can be prevented from further expanding and rupturing to
achieve the purpose of treatment.
The stent graft consists of a membrane and a metal stent. The film is generally made of polymer
materials such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polytetrafluoroethylene (e-PTFE), and
polyester[49]. There are also precedents for using silk as a film in China. The metal stents material are
partially stainless steel, cobalt-chromium alloy and nickel-titanium alloy according to the different
surgical release methods. At present, stent grafts that have been used in clinical practice are mainly
produced and sold by several companies such as Medtronic, Cook, Jotec and Relay. The products use a
wave or Z structure to support the blood vessels. The metal stent material is Nitinol so that
self-expansion can be achieved. The film material is mainly PET and e-PTFE (Table 1).
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Table 1. Stent Grafts on sale
Brand
Medtronic

Structure
wave

Film Material
PET

Metal Material
Nitinol

Jotec

wave

e-PTFE

Nitinol

Relay

wave

e-PTFE

Nitinol

Boston Scientific

wave

PTFE

Nitinol

Cook

Z

e-PTFE

stainless steel

3.2 Additive manufacturing of stent graft
At present, the mainstream stent grafts on the market include two parts: a polymer film and a nitinol
stent. The forming process of Nitinol includes laser cutting, weaving, etc., which is similar to BMSs
forming process[50]. While the film forming process is mainly divided into: textile forming and others.
The textile forming method is to use the loom to weave polyester fiber into a tubular film. Because of its
compact structure, stable size and controllable thickness, it is widely used by manufacturers of stent
graft[51]. Other forming methods mainly include extrusion forming, electrostatic spinning, micro-nano
composition, etc., to form PET or e-PTFE materials[52]. Medal stent and film binding methods include
sewing, weaving, etc.[53]
Due to the difficulty in integrating and directly forming the film and the metal stent material, Lei
Zhang et al.[54] of Tsinghua University proposed rapid prototyping sacrificial core-coating forming
(RPSC-CF) technique. 3D printing is used to form a water-soluble, non-biotoxic core to ensure the inner
cavity structure of the stent. Next, one or more material deposition processes, such as infiltration coating,
spraying, electrostatic copy wire, are adopted to form multi-layer pipe wall structure by layer depositing
materials. Finally, the inner core was immersed to obtain the stent. RPSC-CF has successfully prepared
curved and bifurcation stent grafts to meet the real anatomical structure of the thoracic descending aorta.
Meanwhile, the thickness of the film is controllable, which provides a basis for the patient's
personalized use. The preparation cycle is about 3-4 days, and with the continuous adjustment of the
preparation process, the entire stent graft fabrication is expected to be compressed within 48 hours,
which can meet the treatment timing of patients with acute aortic dissection (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Stent grafts fabricated by Lei Zhang et al., Tsinghua University. (A)Straight type stent graft; (B) Curved
stent graft.

4 Conclusion
Although the current vascular stent additive manufacturing technology is still in the research and
development stage, the additive manufacturing technology can complete personalized stents in a short
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time, at the same time, avoid the treatment failure due to poor adherence and compliance. Compared
with other personalized stent manufacturing processes, it has a higher application prospect in the field of
clinical treatment.
With the development of precision medicine, personalized vascular stents that conform to the
patient's true vascular structure have become the purpose of the next generation stents. Additive
manufacturing of vascular stents has broad application prospects in the field of preparation of
implantable medical devices due to its advantages of individualization and rapid prototyping. Additive
manufacturing vascular stents can custom-make parameters of the stent shape, material, thickness,
radial strength, etc. In 2018, Tsinghua University first packaged the biosensor on the 3D printing
personalized stent graft. After the implantation, it could monitor the intravascular physiological signal
in real time, track the working state of the stent stably, and provide precision treatment through data
analysis. The program realizes the intelligence of the vascular stent production and provides a new idea
for the development of the implantable medical device. It is believed that in the near future, a new
generation of vascular stents combined with individualization, digitization, intelligence and networking
will appear and provide precise medical treatment for patients with cardiovascular and cerebrovascular
diseases.
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